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THE MARSHALL FIELD’S BUILDING, A.K.A. EVANSTON GALLERIA—AN EVANSTON LANDMARK
By Phil Osborne, 1856
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Ever walk to Panera for a coffee and roll? Ever wonder about the building it’s in? I was wondering about that myself
one day, so I spent some time searching the net and looking at the building with fresh eyes. Here’s what I found out
about this jewel of a building.
The art deco building, designed by Graham, Anderson Probst & White Architects of Chicago, was completed in 1929. The
store is a smaller replica of the famous Marshall Field's State Street store in Chicago. The Evanston store was one of the
first two Marshall Field's department stores located outside the Loop, and has an identical twin in Oak Park.
In 1956, Field's co-developed Old Orchard Shopping Center which included a newer, larger Marshall Field's store. In
1986, the Evanston store was closed, the 1929 building considered to be too out of date and costly to operate.
In 1987 the building was sold to Centrum Properties, which turned it into commercial spaces on the first floor and loft
apartments on the upper four floors. In 2000, Evanston Galleria Investors purchased the building, renamed it Evanston
Galleria and made additional renovations.
The building’s structural system is a steel frame with a copper, limestone, and masonry façade with bronze and brass
finishes. From the sidewalk, one sees the cast-iron canopies over the three entrances, each with a pair of angling
flagpoles. The clock hanging on the corner of the building is a smaller version of the Marshall Field’s trademark
downtown clock. From the sidewalk, one sees the grandeur of the windows and entrances (which gets
lost once you step inside Panera). If you look closely at the metal decoration, you begin to see the Marshall Field’s "M"
pattern everywhere (formed by inverted pyramid or diamond shapes over vertical lines). Just inside the west entrance
on Church Street, one sees the original terrazzo floors and recently painted “M” decorating the walls (so obviously that it
looks cheap, compared to the more subtle and artistic metal decorations).

There are 36 one-bedroom apartments and 16 two-bedroom units on the upper floors, all with 14-foot ceilings. Fifthfloor units have skylights, and three have outdoor terraces. For extra cost, residents park on top of Le Peep restaurant
next door, just as Marshall Field’s customers used to do when it was a Firestone store.
When you are walking or driving south on Bensen
Avenue, look up to the roof of Le Peep before you
get too close. You are likely to see car tops! Then
notice the two BIG vehicle doors opening to the
ramps to the rooftop. Ever notice this before? By
the way, it looks to me like all of the Galleria
parking spaces are uncovered! Yea for Sherman
Garden Apartments’ covered spaces!
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The businesses on the first floor today include
Panera, Citibank, and two hair salons, Art &
Science and Hair Cuttery. The basement recently
became one of the homes of the Music Institute
of Chicago, which offers monthly free noon hour
concerts.
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